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LNTRODUCTIO!'i 

journalism it is often claimed, is a social instrument that is the chief means by which citizens 

become informed and equipped to be active participants in democratic life. As Kovach expresses 

this point "the role of the press since its beginning has been to help the people overcome the 

scarcity of information upon which they could make thoughtful and informed decisions" 

(Kovach http://www.concernedjournalists.orglnode/492). The higher the standard of journalism, 

therefore, the more effectively it can fulfill its role. However, questions arise of precisely what is 

meant by standards of excellence in journalism and furthermore, what are the criteria by which it 

can be measured? As an area of research, criteria for journalistic excellence remain difficult to 

define and challenging to measure and quantify. Since industry awards programs devoted to 

recognizing the best in journalism would reasonably be expected to stipulate their understanding 

of excellence, they would appear a logical place to begin the task of investigating what 

constitutes journalistic excellence. Shapiro et ai., however, have reported that "many [awards] 

programs simply don't have judging guidelines, while others consist mostly oflists of terms, 

without explanation or illustration" (7). 

Without evidence of excellence criteria being available from those industry programs and 

institutions whose professional role it is to recognize excellence, scholars have had to broach the 

subject in different ways. Some studies devoted to the goal of naming concrete characteristics of 

excellence have sought to define "excellence" by interviewing judges, journalists and newspaper 

editors. These have resulted in individually subjective answers. Other research initiatives have 

measured journalistic writing by equating quality with conformity to traditional journalistic 
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standards such as "accuracy" and "impartiality" (Bogart 45). Like the subjective opinion of 

industry professionals, any list of standards in journalism is potentially elusive because of the 

manifold variables that influence conclusive final judgment. For some industry professionals 

though. these references to the more enduring standards of the profession "would be seen ... not as 

criteria of exeellence ... but as bare minimum requirements" (Shapiro et al. 6). Shapiro et al. 

advanced the understanding of "excellence" by reinforcing the presence of these traditional 

journalistic standards, and by demonstrating that the weighting each judge placed on these 

criteria was subject to individual preference. While the weighting of criteria of excellence may be 

subjective, this study'S findings indicate that there are indeed commonalties among award

winning articles, and these relate to two main variables: theme and structure. 

The New Dictionary ofealtural Literacy defines theme as "a central idea in a piece of writing or 

other work of art" (459). In journalism. the theme of the article conveys the specific message 

intended by the author. Similarly, the structure of the article as consciously utilized by the 

journalist organizes the content and helps to support the central theme of the piece. Shapiro et 

ai's claim that """riting is likely to carry the most weight at the end of the judging process ... 

(20r must now be further analyzed in concert with the theme of the writing. 

Accordingly, in an effort to better understand journalistic excellence, this study analyzed the 

content of award-winning Canadian journalism from the year's 2000 to 2006 through the dual 

lenses of theme and structure. 
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From this approach to award-winning newspaper articles a typology of content characteristics 

was created. These characteristics include both thematic emphasis and writing style as they are 

deployed to highlight the themes in award-winning articles. Some preliminary findings presented 

here highlight frequently occurring themes, writing structures and other patterns in Canadian 

award-winning journalism. 

BACKGROUND 

Quality and excellence are not synonymous terms in the evaluation of journalistic writing. While 

a work may exhibit the traditional ethical and professional journalistic standards judged to be 

measures of quality, they are not sufficient in themselves in determining excellence. They are 

nevertheless prerequisites of excellence, and so achieving an understanding of what may 

constitute criteria for excellence requires first a close consideration of what the general standards 

of quality in journalism might be and how these standards could be achieved. 

Definitions 

1. Distinctiolls Between Principles and Standards in Journalism 

Outside of journalistic textbooks that seek to teach would-be reporters how to craft a piece that 

measures up to the principles and standards of the industry, a number of scholars have also 

attempted to define these measures. Kovach and Rosensteil state that "Over the last three 

hundred years, news professionals have developed a largely unwritten code of principles and 

values to fulfill the function of providing news- the indirect knowledge by which people come to 

form their opinions about the world" (38). Accordingly, Kovach and Rosensteil declare that 

""truthfulness" is the foremost principle because, "since news is the material that most people use 
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to learn and think about the world beyond themselves, the most important quality is that it be 

usable and reliable',(ibid). Kovach and Rosensteil do not address the subjective nature of the 

concept of "truth" however. Usefulness and reliability, governed by the prineiple of 

.. truthfulness" emerge. then, as the core values underpinning journalistic standards according to 

Kovach and Rosensteil. Following from this in what is tantamount to a requisite code of 

journalistic conduct, Kovach and Rosensteil offer nine statements of operational goals: an 

unwavering "obligation ... to the truth:' an utmost loyalty to citizens, a respect for journalism as a 

"discipline of verification," a commitment to maintain "an independence from those they cover," 

a focus on serving as "an independent monitor of power," the ability to "provide a forum for 

public criticism and compromise," a desire to "strive to make the significant interesting and 

relevant," to keep the news "comprehensive and proportional," and the freedom to "exercise their 

personal conscience" (Kovach and Rosensteil 12-13). 

Other scholars have outlined similar, if not identical principles and standards for the journalism 

industry (Tsafati, Meyers and Perri, 2006; Strentz, 20(2). So too have a number of journalistic 

organizations comprising editors, writers and other industry personnel committed to the 

advancement of the trade. The American Society of Newspaper Editors and The Poynter Insitute 

both outline on their websites sets of core values and principles in journalism that mirror Kovach 

and Roscnsteil's nine statements of operational goals. As an addition to this list, however, both 

contribute nevv' principles including a commitment to "reflecting and serving diverse readers" 

(The American Society of Newspaper Editors. 2007) and "accessibility" (Poynter Institute, 2007) 

for all citizens. As Kovach and Rosensteil among others (Gardner, Csikszentmihalyi and Damon, 
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2001; Shapiro, Albanese and Doyle, 20(5) point out, these factors in principle are generally 

agreed upon in the journalistic community, but "do not masquerade as agreed standards of 

excellence," ... still [they] "have started a widespread discussion on these standards ... " (Shapiro, 

Albanese and Doyle 5). This discussion has led to a number of scholars attempting to clarify 

indicators of journalistic quality. 

2. Indicators of Newspaper Quality 

A consideration of the enduring principles and standards in newspaper journalism serves to 

clarify some of the operational goals of the industry. These goals reinforce many of the 

aspirational values in journalism as they apply to the industry and to each individual journalist. 

They do not, however, necessarily demarcate any standards related to the overall quality of the 

publication. In addition to this work on the principles and standards the journalistic community 

should subscribe to, there is also scholarly work that points to creating quality indicators as 

distinct from the principles and standards in journalism. A number of scholars have attempted to 

isolate indicators of journalistic quality. Merrill, 1968; Ghiglione, 1973; Bogart, 1977; Meyer 

and Kim. 2003 have pointed out such factors as "ease of use, localism, editorial vigor, news 

quantity and interpretation" (Meyer and Kim I). Statistically elusive abstractions and a 

vulnerability to subjectivity, however, are still evident in such measures as "editorial vigor". 

In another effort, John Merril used his research data to outline a "five point guideline ... of 

newspaper quality indicators" including "independence, strong opinion and interpretive 

emphasis, emphasis on politics, international relations, economics, social welfare, cultural 
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endeavours, education and science" (Merril 2). But again, the criticisms against Merril's 

research stated that his guidelines for quality were too subjective and difficult to measure. Some 

years later, Merril in conjunction with Lowenstein attempted to revise his criteria for newspaper 

quality, making his guidelines more objective and more readily implemented. These guidelines 

developed from an internal assessment of the newspaper included "good typography and makeup 

techniques, editing and proofreading care, correct spelling, punctuation and grammar, picture 

reproduclion and printing excellence, balance in editorial/news material, concern with staff 

quality, concern with editorial policy and concern with self-evaluation and outside 

criticism"(Merril and Lowenstein 1973). 

Like Merril and Lowenstein, George Gladney also isolated "internal" criteria for evaluating 

newspaper quality, which he termed "organization standards", noting such criteria as "integrity, 

staff enterprise, community leadership, editorial independence, staff professionalism, editorial 

courage. decency. influence. and impartiality"{Gladney 1996). Gladney also isolated nine content 

standards including news interpretation, lack of sensationalism, strong local appeal, visual 

appeal, accuracy, strong editorial page, CP standard, comprehensive coverage and good writing. 

In total, Gladney abstracted from the literature 18 journalistic quality standards which he then 

used to survey newspaper editors, asking them to rank the importance of each standard. This 

technique of abstracting standards and surveying judges, newspaper personnel or readers is a 

technique echoed in some of Gladney's earlier work in conjunction with others (Gladney, 

Shapiro and Castaldo 2(05). His results showed that most editors and readers were in agreement 

on the organizational and content standards deemed most important including "integrity" and 
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"lack of sensationalism " (Gladney 1996). Gladney's efforts to identify characteristics of editorial 

quality based on the opinions of editors and readers made a useful contribution to the study of 

quality in journalism. However, in the process, Gladney uses the terms "standards" and 

"'excellence" interchangeably and thereby fails to distinguish between terms which designate 

distinctly different characteristics as noted by Shaprio, Albanese and Doyle 2005. 

Table 1: Summary of Qualitvlndicators 
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These standards adduced by each of the studies concerned with isolating criteria for quality state 

factors that are historically associated with ethical and professional quality standards in 

journalism, but they do not stipulate what might constitute excellence in journalism. Further, 

these indicators of quality pertain either to the overall organizational goals of the publication or 
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to its editorial objectives. This is to say, none of these quality standards pertain to individual 

journalistic works, but instead address the over-arching goals of the industry and the range of 

print publications in it. 

3. DL'itillKuisliing henvecn Quality and Excellence 

While the terms "quality" and "excellence" are used interchangeably, as demonstrated in the 

work of Gladney (1996) and Bogart (2004), they are not synonymous; they identify different 

aspects of journalistic writing. However, they are related since "quality" is said to be an essential 

feature of "excellence." Still, Shapiro et al. attempt to differentiate "excellence" from quality by 

proposing criteria for excellence in journalism in their 2005 investigation of Canada's two 

leading national print journalism awards programs. 

Utilizing the technique of directly surveying judges of awards competitions, Shapiro et al. 

illuminated the process by which judges assign awards by conducting a survey of selected 

judges, and asking them to weigh the importance of a list of predetermined criteria of journalistic 

excellence extracted from the results of a thorough survey of awards guidelines and other 

literature on the subject. As Shapiro et al. noted, "not only had journalism awards judges never 

been surveyed about their criteria, but the literature failed to provide a clear starting point for a 

list of standards that could be readily applied to individual works ofjournalism''( 1 I). 
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Findings taken from their research did indicate that writing style, reporting rigour, and amount 

and depth of reporting are frequently recurring criteria for excellence as cited by awards judges, 

although these categories somewhat beg the question as they offer limited reference to 

quantifiable measures. Not surprisingly, given the largely non-scientific nature of the awards 

process, the researchers further discovered that the judges surveyed felt compelled to make 

judgments guided by the standards of the journalistic community, but in the final analysis often 

relied on their own subjective opinion. 

In their 2005 study, Shapiro et al. made a significant and necessary contribution to the research 

area of criteria for excellence in journalism. Their study exposed the subjective, non-scientific 

character and the potential arbitrariness of award selection. In their study of those criteria that 

affect the determination of excellence as indicated by judges of journalism awards, Shapiro et al. 

asked: "How imp0l1ant. . .is the subject matter of a story in determining its excellence" (4)? This 

study made crucial first steps; however, in order to know more precisely what is meant by 

excellence in journalism, it is necessary to shift from an analysis of the overall newspaper and 

awards process and instead identify the more specific characteristics found in the content of 

award-winning print articles: an analysis of theme is one way to do this. 

The Emergence of Tile me 

In their analysis of an American sample Lamb and Moore attempted just such an enterprise. 

Based on a content analysis of 31 Pulitzer Prize-winning feature articles spanning the 25 years of 

the category" s existence, Lamb and Moore attempted to isolate recurring thematic patterns. Their 
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findings revealed a number of factors amenable to coding and quantifying, including the 

discovery that a significant proportion of these feature articles had a local slant and were 

concerned with themes that might evoke negative or sad emotions. Lamb and Moore's study and 

its findings on the recurrence of themes in Pulitzer Prize winning feature articles should be 

considered as only preliminary. The current study builds on Lamb and Moore's findings by 

expanding the analysis to a cross-category consideration of three national awards, and also 

considering the role that writing structure plays in concert with theme. 

Defining Theme 

A consideration of the thematic properties of award-winning journalistic articles should not be 

undertaken without first being clear on the definition of .. theme." Lamb and Moore do not 

specifically define the term, but do utilize another study in their research that attempts to do so. 

In its media project the Readership In:.,titute of the Media Management Center at Northwestern 

University used 74, oon articles taken from daily newspapers to compile a list of 26 recurring 

themes in daily nc\vspapers. According to the study, theme refers to "What's the story about'?" 

(Readership Institute, 4). Here we must distinguish between the subject matter which is the 

specific event that makes the news and theme which is why the event is newsworthy. So, a toxic 

spill, as a subject, is newsworthy because of the urgency of the theme environment. It is the 

thematic emphasis that gives a journalist the opportunity to differentiate their story from others 

focused on the same subject. Further, theme specifies content type and in the classification of 

dilTerent themes the reader must be careful not to confuse the story's content \vith the newspaper 

section in which it appears. Bogart (1977) also deconstructed the typical American newspaper 
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into 44 sections. While many of these sections such as Automotive or Food represent the general 

organizational categorization provided by newspaper's (also refened to as Beats), some of the 

sections specifically indicate theme. Four of Bogart's sections including Public Health/Welfare. 

Social Problems/Protest, Labour/Wages and Energy Problems are more theme-specific and 

therefore for the purposes of this study could be incorporated into the list of themes for the 

present study's analysis. The combination of26 themes identified by the Readership Institute and 

the four themes identified by Bogart, were combined to create a list of 30 themes used in the 

present study. 

Table 2: A List of 30 Recurring Newspaper Article Themes 

I. Television I The Arts , 23.Community Obituaries 25. Fashion/ 
I i I Announcements Beaut' i----.--.--r;:;-::;-- ~-... --.. -.-~-~.. --i---" 

I 26. Other I 27. Public . I 28. Social. I 2~. Labour/ 30. Energy 
L __ .. ______ ~IeallhjWeJ[are .. • Problems/Protest ~.:::.aQ.ge::..c>s:.........._~ . .......L....:P...:.r~o::.:bl:.::e-.:m::::s_ .. ~ __ ~ 

A consideration of what themes may be seen to reoccur over time as present in award-winning 

print journalism leads into new territory. A study of recurring thematic patterns is one way of 

quantifying content characteristics in award-winning stories. This would represent a definite 

advancement in the search for concrete criteria for excellence in journalism. To begin with, an 

exploration of recurring themes in award-winning articles may shed light on actual criteria 
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deployed by judges when assessing for excellence in journalism. Furthermore, it may become 

possible to speculate on what themes judges recognize as excellent. Beyond appeal and 

frequency more concrete and subtle characteristics can also be noted. 

COllventional Journalistic Writing and Organizational Structures 

The structure and organization of a news article is one of the essential rudiments of the 

journalistic practice. Although different techniques for formulating a story will have been taught, 

the structure and organization of a news article is one of the essential rudiments of the practice: 

"Although readers may not be consciously aware of a story's structure, they will be more likely 

to read a story that has a clear structure" (Kershner 59). For this reason, it is not unreasonable to 

suggest that the judges of awards competitions would also respond to news articles that are well 

structured and in recognizable accord with conventional journalistic organizational strategies. 

"Whether it is a long feature story or a short ncv,s brief. a news story should have a pattern of 

development" (ibid). 

Journalistic textbooks teach would-be writers the specifics of such patterns including the three 

structural patterns isolated in the present study, namely, inverted pyramid, hourglass and feature 

writing style. 

• Inverted pyramid: The inverted pyramid is the classic structure for many news stories and 

in fact. "most breaking news stories are written in [the style] in which the most important 

of the live W's and H are in the lead" (Itule and Anderson 61). According to ltule and 
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Anderson, "the inverted pyramid structure places facts in descending order of importance. 

The rest of the story in the inverted pyramid structure simply adds supporting facts and 

details in descending order ofimportance"(ibid). 

• Hourglass Structure: The hourglass structure "begins, like an inverted pyramid, with a 

summary lead explaining the whole story. Then the writers include a chronology of 

events in order and finally return to a general summary at the end of the story"( ibid). 

Yet, not all news events will be suited to either aforementioned structure. 

• Feature Style Structure: "If a story lends itself to feature-writing techniques, it probably 

will have a clear beginning, middle and end"(Itule and Anderson 63). Narrative writing 

characterized by vi vid descriptions and the author's personal interpretation will also be 

utilized to create a flow that follows through to the story's conclusion. The feature writing 

style will also often incorporate a feature lead that does not present facts necessarily, but 

rather attempts to "hook" the reader with a compelling question or descriptive beginning 

to the story. A feature story will likely also utilize dialogue, quotations, a strong voice, 

and effective transitional devices (ibid). 

Reader Response to Structure 

Utilizing these conventional journalistic devices for organization and presentation is never 

arbitrary. Each time a journalist writes an article he or she makes a conscious decision about how 

their story will be best received by their audience based on the known editorial standards of the 
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publication. The organization and presentation of a news story is so crucial to its reception that a 

number of scholars have conducted research into what audience's respond to when reading 

(Hendrickson and Tankard, 1990; Franklin, 1996; Beasley, 1998). Beasley in his study concluded 

that readers did not favourably respond to a story's structure that used the inverted pyramid style, 

and made a call for utilizing narrative writing techniques. Hendrickson and Tankard 

fundamentally agreed with Beasley and discovered that "sentences that show are usually 

perceived by readers as more interesting, engaging and information rich than sentences that 

merely tell"(Hendrickson and Tankard 35). Franklin. the first winner of a Pulitzer Prize for 

feature writing, would likely have disputed both studies. His contrary feeling was that only 

certain stories were well-suited to a narrative approach, although he did recognize that the use of 

narrative "could humanize and provide interesting, in-depth explanations ... (Lamb and Moore 

3 )." for a range of subjects that readers might not otherwise understand. 

The Need to IdelUify Specific Characteristics of COlUent 

In spite of these studies examining judging criteria and theme and structure in isolation, little 

work has been done to explore characteristics of theme and structure prcsent in award-winning 

journalism in parallel. Further, these content characteristics including both thematic emphasis 

and writing style as they are deployed to highlight articles' themes in award-winning articles 

have not yet been linked to criteria for excellence. In an effort to advance the study of criteria for 

excellence in journalism, the current study attempts to provide a content-based typology of these 

characteristics. 
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The following research questions guided this study: 

• RQ # I: What recurring themes are present in award-winning Canadian journalism? 

• RQ #2: How is the theme structurally presented or represented? 

QATACORPUS 

Data for this study were taken from and accessed through the Bestjournalism.ca website, a 

Ryerson School of Journalism initiative that attempts to "further the study and pursuit of 

excellence in Canadian journalism" 

(http://www.firetly.ryerson.ca/journalism/topstories!aboutUs.cfm). The website contains a 

"continually updated database of award-winning articles that have been singled out as exemplary 

in national awards programs, in scholarly settings, or by acknowledged leaders in the practice of 

jOllrnalism" (ibid). The site hOllses text articles that have won awards in English language writing 

catcgories in national award programs between the years of 2000-2006. To date, the website 

houses approximately 225 award-winning newspaper articles and 168 award-winning magazine 

features. Although the website is in its pilot stages, the site already houses a significant number 

of newspaper articles that have won national awards in a variety of categories and that focus on a 

range of thematic categories. The present study used a content analysis to conduct research on 

winning newspaper articles from three national Canadian awards: 

J. The Canadian National Newspaper Awards [NNA] seeks to recognize excellent articles in 

the following 20 categories: "Breaking News; Investigations; Presentation; Sports; Business; 

Politics; Long Feature Writing; Short Feature Writing; Columns; Editorial Writing; Arts and 
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Entertainment; Special Project; International Reporting; Explanatory Journalism; and Local 

Repol1ing (for newspapers under 30,000 circulation),' (htlp:/lwww.cna-

acj .ca/ cliellt/cna/cna.nsf/web/N N AAdmin). 

The purpose of the 20 NNA award categories is to provide an organizational template for 

submissions. Without any evidence to the contrary, there is no reason to believe that these 

categories predispose the seleetion of one's subject over another. These categories likely only 

serve to situate a judge within a particular category. For each of the 20 award categories, the 

Canadian NNA website does provide limited additional information on criteria for entry, but 

more comprehensive "guidelines" for assessmcnt to the judges. For example, the entrant 

guidelines in the "Investigation" category stipulate: "Preferenee will be given to original. 

compelling and significant reporting demonstrating successful achievement against difficult 

circumstances" (http://www.enj 

acj.ca/clienl/cna/cna.nsf/web/NNARules). 

The judging guidelines are noticeably more detailed than the criteria listed for entrants, but still 

are vulnerable to subjective interpretation. The judging guidelines do, however, reflect a number 

of the traditional standards of quality attributed to the journalistic trade. For example, the judges 

are directed to look for: 

• Idea: Significance (Was it worth reporter and reader spending time on?); 

Newsworthiness; Timeliness; Originality and creativity; Humorous; Initiative. 
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• Reporting: Depth and breadth; Context and background; Accuracy 

Fairness and balance; Comprehensive, relevant sources (officials and real people); Detail 

that engages reader; Answers readers questions; Enterprise and effort. 

• Writing: Language (precision of usage, elegance); Style, tone, mood (appropriate to 

content); Credibility/authority; Compelling lead/opening; Clarity; Strong focus/theme

what is this story about?; Structure and organization; Effective anecdotes quotes and 

examples; Narrative and description; Accuracy and fairness; Creativity/Risk-taking; 

Reader interest (ibid). 

2. The Canadian Association of Journalists [CAl} undertakes to serve the profession by 

promoting "excellence in journalism, [and] encouraging investigative journalism" 

(http://www.caj.caiindex.html). The CA.I. it asserts " has three award categories for newspaper 

reporters: Open Newspaper/Wire service for a newspaper with a circulation greater than 25,000, 

Community Newspaper for a newspaper with a circulation under 25,000 and Best investigativc 

reporting & CAl computer-assisted reporting" (ibid). Unlike the Canadian National Newspaper 

Awards, the CAl does not stipulate any useful judging guidelines that might provide evidence of 

what the organization looks for when recognizing excellence. 

3. The Michener Awards arc presented annually to "the news organization whose entry is judged 

10 have made a significant impact on public policy or on the lives of Canadians" 

(htlp://www.michenerawards.ca/english/entryrules.htm). Past winners have been chosen on the 

basis of 'hard-hitting reporting, journalistic professionalism and the resources available for the 
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project' (ibid). The Michener awards site does not stipulate any criteria for the judging of 

newspaper articles beyond seeking out work dedicated to impacting public policy or thc daily 

lives of Canadians. 

METHOD 

This exploratory study endeavours to identify characteristics of excellence in journalism by 

investigating the specific content of award-winning Canadian articles. To do so, a content 

analysis of the data corpus was undertaken. Content analysis is a useful method for identifying 

notable or potentially meaningful content properties in large bodies of text. The unit of analysis 

in this study was the entire article or single series comprising two or more articles and its 

constituent individual lexical items. 

To assist with a content analysis it was helpful to apply a data management tool, Leximancer: 

"This is particularly useful for those not familiar with the text and is similar to the grounded 

theory approach, in which the important themes in the text are meant to appear from the text 

alone. independent of the observer" (http://www.leximanceLcom/documents/hfes2002.pdf).To 

quickly gain insight into the content of the data set, Leximancer can be configured to map the 

document for co-occurrences between concepts. Leximaneer defines concepts as "collections of 

terms that provide evidence for the use of the concept in the text" (ibid). These collections of 

terms each have a relevancy value that weights how important each term is to its concept. When 

an article is first run through Leximancer, a thesaurus of terms for each concept is generated. 

This initial lexical analysis is an iterative process in which the clusters of terms that define a 
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concept are updated in each iteration and revised by a process that eliminates some concepts and 

highlights others. Quite simply, this iterative process highlights how often concepts co-occur 

\vith other concepts. and the process halts when saturation is reached and "the number of 

sentence blocks classified by each concept remains stable" 

(http://metacortex.humanfactors.uq.edu.au/lex/Leximancerrrerminology.htm). In other words, 

the tool provides an exhaustive analytical summary. 

From this learning phase, Leximancer extracts the major issues or concepts within a text and 

represents them graphically and in tabular form. The concepts based on term frequency are 

presented in a ranked order to illustrate the most frequently occurring individual words in the 

text. As these co-occurrences identify the main concepts in the text they serve as a data 

dictionary that provide evidence of how the thematic category eventually assigned to each award

winning article was chosen. Figure 3 illustrates this graphic concept identification method used 

to discern theme. 
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Figure 3: Illustration of Co-Occurring Concepts 

In the article "The Time Bomb That Missed Brighton by Minutes" the map demonstrates that 

"propane" \vas the central concept of the piece and the concepts of .. town," "railroads," "freight:' 

"year" and "hotbox" are linked by relative proximity and size to this central concept. The 

concept of "propane" is also surrounded by clusters of frequently co-occurring concepts such as 

"emergency:' "propane:' .. train" and "derailment:' These clusters of concepts indicate the theme 

accident/natural disaster. 

Before beginning this project, the researcher acknowledged that in doing a content analysis there 

would inevitably be problems in deciding on the theme to which each article would be assigned. 

Specifically, the researcher anticipated that each of the articles under consideration in this project 

could potentially have multiple themes and therefore it would be necessary to isolate the 

dominant thematic emphasis. The possibility of the researcher's bias was obviated by the 
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hierarchic and co-relational arrangement of frequently occurring concepts displayed by 

Leximancer. This means Leximancer was able to identify the most important concepts in the text, 

especially in relation to each other and thus "providlcd] the ahility to contextualise the meaning" 

(hUp:/ /www.lcximancer.com/cmsllindex ,php?option=com _ content&tas k=view &id=46& I temid= 

87. 

III the case of a potential connict between themes in the article, the researcher assessed the 

relevance of context in confirming which theme was the more dominant by reading the article. 

For example, po/itic,""/govemmellt might appear thematicall y in conflict with war/international 

conflict. In discerning the dominant theme, the researcher allowed the context of the article 

expressed in the title ··U.S. Will Never be the Same" to clarify the denotation of the lexical items 

isolated by Lcximancer: "terrorists. Americans, yesterday, few. nation, world, fanatics, revenge." 

Following these steps in conjunction with a close reading of the article, the researcher determined 

that the dominant emphasis of the piece was on the violence inflicted against the United States 

and the war that occurred in consequence. It was evident to the researcher therefore that although 

concerned with the United States as a subject. the article used words such as "'terrorists, 

Americans and revenge" which identifY the article' s predominant theme as war. 

The frequency of concept occurrences and the assessment of context, then, helped the researcher 

to distinguish between principle and sub-ordinate themes. Furthermore, the researcher was 

guided by the inherited typology of 30 potential newspaper themes assembled through both the 

work of the Readership Institute and Bogart. In adhering to this list of possible themes, the 
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present study did not encounter any unanticipated newspaper themes. Stili, in two instances, the 

researcher did encounter articles whose themes were ambiguous and therefore not readily 

captured by the typology 

In the article. "Absolutely Alive, Absolutely Real into Africa," the author presented a number of 

perspectives on Africa, a subject that in its depiction by journalists often draws from a set of 

single themes such as social problems, crime or war. The author of the piece intentionally chose 

to avoid these familiar themes and instead deployed a number of perspectives which were 

presented as journalistic opinion. Similarly, in the article, "Suicide Attempt Provokes the Most 

Difficult of Questions:' the author wrote an editorial piece that presented multiple sides of an 

issue. In both cases, the theme of other was assigned for the simple reason that by intention both 

of the articles gave equally weighted attention to several sides of their respective stories and thus, 

neither article highlighted a dominant theme. 

For each article in the sample the process followed was designed to gather evidence of the 

primary theme of the piecc. The first step in this process involved running the data mining tool 

Leximancer to identify the most frequently recurring concept clusters as displayed in graphical 

form and list the top ten ranked concepts. These concepts were then recorded by the researcher 

on a coding sheet under the coding categories "top ten ranked concepts" and "major concepts." 

On this same coding sheet the researcher also recorded information taken from each award

winning article's citation on the Bestjournalism.ca website. This information included the 

article"s title. the scries titles (whcn applicable), the award category in which the article won. and 
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the award received. Before assigning the article to one of the 30 potential themes looked for in 

this sample, the researcher then read the article to confirm the theme. As a final step then, the 

researcher chose a theme from the typology of 30 themes compiled from the previous work done 

by the Readership Institute (200 I) and Bogart (1989). 

The present study used a content analysis to conduct research on winning newspaper articles 

from three national Canadian awards found on the Bestjournalism.ca website. These Canadian 

awards were: National Newspaper Awards, Canadian Association of Journalists and the 

Michener Award. The sample size of this study was dictated by the number of award-winning 

urtic1es available on the Bestjournalism.ca site in the three chosen national award categories. If 

the full text of an article was not available on the site and could not be located using the Ryerson 

University library database, it was excluded from the study. In addition, if an article was 

mislabeled and actually belonged to the 'magazine' category. it was also omitted from the 

sample. After taking into account the above factors, each award contributed the following 

number of articles: National Newspaper Awards: 122; Canadian Association of Journalists: 28; 

Michener: 17. Of the articles assembled in this 167-article data corpus, 19 won an award as a 

series. It is important to keep in mimI though that single series articles appear not to be given less 

attention in the judging process than a multi-article series, because quantity is not a stated 

evaluative criterion for any of the three awards sampled. Award-winning articles then, including 

those in a series were analyzed as one. Condensing articles in a series to one unit therefore, 
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resulted in a still smaller sample size of 77 items. To explore whether recurring themes are 

present in Canadian award-winning journalism each article was examined for the following 

variables: 

Table 4: Variables for Analysi§ 

Name of Newspaper 

Title of article 

Series Titles (where applicable) 

Circulation Size 

Geographic Region of Focus 

Word Count (where documented) 

Name of Author 

Gender 

Award Received 

Award Category 

Theme 

Top Ten Ranked Concepts 

Story Structure 

Gender: For the coding of gender, the name of the author including their publicly available 

biographies, gender pronouns used in their description and other anecdotal evidence was used to 

discern the author's gender. 
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Theme: The initial unaided audit of the texts and including the article's title and/or series title 

revealed the lOp ten ranked concepts for each article. These were recorded as evidence of theme. 

Story Structure: coded according to ltuIe and Anderson (2003) in their textbook News Writing 

and Reporting. 

RI;SULTS AND DISCUSSION 

This study of award-winning Canadian journalism was initiated with the objective of identifying 

patterns of recurrent story themes and further examining how each theme was structurally 

organized in line with common journalistic writing and reporting strategies. Mining the data 

corpus for a range of variables including theme and geographic focus helped to isolate concrete 

features of award-winning journalism that provide evidence for what arbiters of excellence deem 

noteworthy and correlate findings with thematic patterns. The foundation for this study was the 

evidence of recurring themes found in award-winning articles and it is this research consideration 

that should be assessed first. 

The InlJlQrtance of Theme in Awards 

The findings summarized in Table 5 reveal that a limited number of themes arise from the 

sample of 77 articles taken from three national awards. Of the 30 potential themes proposed by 

the Readership Institute and Bogart, 16 were not present in the 77-article sample. 
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Table 5: The Most Frequently Occurring Newspaper StolYThemes 

Theme Percentage of tolal 

17% 

10 

9 12'J{, 

Finance 

7 9% 

6 7% 

6 7% 

5 6% 

5 

2 

2 

! Public IkalthlWeifare 

i Religion/Spirituality 

: Ordinary People 2% 

An analysis of the data summarized in Table 5 reveals that a total of 14 principal story themes 

occurred in one or more articles. No single theme emerges as preeminent, and no theme garners a 

large percent of the total. The top three themes taken together constitute only 42%, and the 

remaining II themes comprise Sg% of the total. 

Themes Ahsent thml the A 'wards 

Of the 16 themes proposed in Table 2 that did not receive awards, several are of a specialized 

nature and therefore, it would be expected, not likely candidates for recognition. These include 

automotive, education and travel-themed stories. Of the total 16 excluded themes under 

discussion, three are highly topical: science and technology, labour and wages, and energy 

problems. Not surprisingly, therefore, their seemingly initial exclusion from the present study 
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was unexpected. The emphasis of these particular themes, however, was not absent in the award

winning articles, but instead played a secondary role to other dominant themes such as health, 

fitm;ss and medicine, social problems/protest and natural disaster/accident. 

A Comparisoll with a Similar Stlldv 

It is interesting to compare this study's findings to Lamb and Moore's content-based research 

into recurring themes in Pulitzer Prize-winning articles, the Pulitzer being perhaps the most 

prestigious industry prize in American journalism. From a sample of 31 feature stories Lamb and 

Moore found that the themes of "ordinary people, crime, health, accident or disaster, technology 

and politics" (5) were the most frequently recurring feature themes. While there is no reason to 

anticipate precise or exact congruence of themes between the two studies, the commonness of 

themes confirms the finding that there are a limited number of award-winning themes both in the 

American and Canadian sample. 

The Link Betweell Newspaper Resources alld A ~'vard:." 

In researching the question of excellence it is to be expected that economic business factors such 

as circulation size and geographic base arc likely to engender journalistic excellence. Before this 

study was embarked upon, three national awards granted by professional organizations were 

chosen to provide the professional points of reference at a national level. These awards invite 

applicants from all newspapers across the country, regardless of the circulation size or 

resources available to the competitors. That said, with even a cursory review of the findings 
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displayed in Figure 6, the actual pattern of geographic distribution among host newspapers of 

award-winning articles reveals the unmistakable dominance of the large centres of population 

and political power. 

Figure 6: DistritlutioI}~ercentage of Host Newspapers for Sampled Award-Winning Articles 

Calgary Herald p 
Victoria Times Colonist p 

Winnipeg Free Press p 
The Record p 
Daily News p 

Guelph Independent 

Independent 

Hamilton Spectator 

St. John's Telegram 

Montreal Gazette p 
Edmonton Journal b National Post 

Vancouver Sun ......• <. 

Ottawa Citizen 

Toronto Star 

Globe & Mail ....•..... < . '. 

Sixteen newspapers across the country received awards for excellence from the three national 

professional associations in the sample. The findings of this study indicate that of the top five 

newspapers from which award-winning articles were submitted, four were from the province of 
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Ontario. Further, these top five newspapers accounted for a striking 78% of all Canadian 

newspaper sources of award-winning articles in the total sample analyzed. This is put in clear 

perspective when set in the context of eleven other newspapers that were identified as hosting an 

award-winning article, but which only accounted for 22% of all Canadian newspaper sources of 

award-winning articles. 

Geographic Distrihutioll of A wards 

As might be expected, a greater number of newspapers from large city centers would host the 

majority of the award-winning articles. Accordingly, research findings indicate that only four 

newspapers with a circulation size less than 25,000 had an award-winning article originate from 

their pages. Even so, it was surprising to note how disproportionate the distribution of award

winning articles to newspapers was. From the sixteen newspapers identified as being the host of 

at least one of these award-winning journal istic pieces, The Globe and Mail was acknowledged 

as having the greatest number of award winners. Indeed, the self-proclaimed "national 

newspaper." although only in Anglophone Canada accounted for over one third of all articles in 

the sample with 35%. 

This disproportionate number of awards garnered by a single newspaper in competition with 

fifteen others is reminiscent of concerns voiced elsewhere. Lamb and Moore document 

opposition to competitive disadvantage inherent in prestigious awards such as the Pulitzer Prize 

when the competition makes no allowance for applicants who are less well-favoured in market 

size. audience characteristics or access to resources: the critics have charged that .. the largest, 



most prestigious papers take the majority of the prizes" (Lamb and Moore 2). "In other words." 

as Lamb and Moore conclude from the response to this accusation by a Pulitzer board member, 

"'thl.? bdter newspapers are superior because they hire top-notch writers; of course, the best 

writers naturally want to work at the best papers, so the cycle feeds on itself, keeping the same 

ne\\spapers on top" (ibid). Undoubtedly, there is much truth in this justification, for the evidence 

here makes clear that larger circulation national newspapers win high numbers of journalistic 

awards. With greater resources and an extended reach, a newspaper, such as The Globe and Mail 

would have an immediate advantage in creating a nationally-known and respected journalistic 

institution. Still, this conclusion would seem overly simplistic and at worst, unsupported and 

warranting further attention to the specifics or award-winning articles. 

Ca.\{'-"";'lJ!.Jv: 111(' Globe and Mail 

It \vould be expected that the largest newspaper in Canada and one with a wide geographic 

circulation would focus a large percentage of the total editorial content of the paper on issues 

pertaining to Canada. Further, being a cosmopolitan newspaper, the Globe and Mail would likely 

also direct considerable resources to international issues and events. This assumption is 

supported by the research findings illustrated in Table 7 which indicate that of the 27 award

winning articles originating from the Globe and Mail, ten of the stories were international in 

scope. 
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Jable I: Glgbe and Mail: Geographic Focus ofAw<ird-winning Articles 

I 
Geographic Focus # of Articles 

I International 10 

i 

National 9 

Local 7 
I ! I 

Regional 
I 

1 

Total 27 

This is not surprising "given Canada's role in the international community, the reporting of 

international events should be of considerable interest to its citizens" (Soderlund 121). Articles 

with a national focus closely followed these international-themcd stories with nine entries 

followed by local-themed articles with seven award winners. Articles that had a more specifically 

regional focus were not well-represented by the Globe and Mail, with only one winning article in 

this category coming from the newspaper. 

The Rl'g1ynal Ddici! in Awards 

This lack of winning regional articles was a consistent factor in the total sample. The findings 

specific to the Globe and Mail illustrated the lack of a regional emphasis in award-winning 

articles originating from the paper. When the total sample was looked at, a similar finding was 

again observed. As Table 8 clearly demonstrates, articles with a regional emphasis did not appear 

to receive significant attention in the total sample. Apart from this similarity, the overall 

demographic focus did change, however, when the total sample was looked at. 
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Geographic Focus # of Articles 

Local 32 

r--
')') International "-"-

National 18 

i Regional 5 
i i 

Total 

I 
77 

I 

Table 8 illustrates that when all 77 award-winning articles and series were analyzed, stories with 

a local focus were most dominant, accounting for 42% of the overall sample. In this fuller 

context, international stories made up a significantly smaller 30% of the sample while national 

stories totaled 23%. Looked at as a percentage of the total sample, articles with a regional 

emphasis comprise less than one percenl. 

The evident regional deficit in this sample is not surprising given the list of newspapers in which 

the award-winning articles originated. Of the 16 newspapers from which one or more award-

winning articles came, two are considered national, four local and the remaining ten newspapers 

were from both mid to large-sized Canadian city centres. Accepting that 14 newspapers in the 

sample have a more local focus, this lack of regionally-thcmcd articles can be expected given 

that relative to newspapers with a commitment to a national focus "smaller papers are most 
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interested in local news stories" (Soderlund 120). Indeed, the majority of newspapers represented 

in this study either came from small population centres or from larger cities and in both cases, 

locally-based stories would be expected to dominate the articles of each newspaper. 

Thc data reveal the dominance of winning newspapers from large centres of population in 

Canada. Specifically, award-winning articles in this sample, more frequently originated from 

newspapers with a circulation size greater than 25,000. Further, the data also reveal a correlation 

between the geographic area that the dominant theme described in the article and the newspaper 

from which the recognized piece originated. The present study suggests that two factors can 

inlluence the particular geographic focus described by the award-\\inning article's theme: the 

size of the population centre in which the paper circulates, and the size and scope of the reading 

audience that forms the paper" s market. Further, accounting for the existence of these identified 

recurring themes in the data corpus is made possible by analyzing the relationship between the 

theme and the structure of the article. It is this relationship that more deeply reveals the particular 

subtleties of Canadian award-wining articles and illustrates the more quantifiable aspects of 

excellence as it relates to theme. 

TI~St()r" SfrlIClllf:f~i)fAward-Winning Ar1if~l~~ 

This study has been concerned with discovering recurring themes in award-winning Canadian 

journalism. Thus far, it has been suggested that theme plays an important role in award-winning 

articles. However, as also noted, an article's theme and its structural framework have an 

important relationship. Thus, to complete the picture it is necessary to look also at the journalistic 
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craft of"wTiting and reporting." Put simply, this element is the "how" of journalistic writing. 

\Vitl11n the "how" reside different structural methods for organizing a journalistic piece. This 

study set out to discover which of the three widely used structural methods for writing, inverted 

pyramid, hourglass and feature style, is dominant among the 77 articles analyzed. As Table 9 

illustrates lhe traditional inverted pyramid story structure, which developed with the introduction 

of the telegraph and was used to structure the early wire stories, is not used as frequently in 

award-winning articles. The feature writing style was the most common story structure used by 

authors in each of the articles in the sample. The feature style was utilized in a total of 45 articles, 

which is almost twice the usage of the hourglass style. As this study was concerned with not only 

recurring themes in award-winning articles, but also with the story structure of these winning 

journalistic pieces, it is useful to correlate the use of the three predominant story structures to 

theme. 
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Theme 

10 
9 
8 

7 1 
6 
6 
5 

War/International Conflict 5 
Environment 

2 
2 2 

1 

77 8 24 45 

The findings illustrated in Table <) reveal that the feature style of writing, characterized by 

narrative writing techniques was utilized in articles with story themes most commonly associated 

v"jth "hard" or information-based news including social problems/protest, 

business/economics/personal finance and the most frequently recurring award-winning theme, 

politics/government. 

The hourglass style can be seen as a hybrid form of both the inverted pyramid and the feature 

writing style. The hourglass writing style embraces the importance of story timelines, but also 

utilizes narrative techniques. This style of journalistic writing also occurred frequently in stories 

with themes associated vvith "hard" news slIch as crime/courts/legal and politics/government. 
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them personally, interested them, entertained them and was quick and easy to read"( 20). Even 

when a news story is concerned with relaying the details of a tragic accident or an escalating 

inLcrnational crisis, scholars like Beasley believe that the story achieves greater resonance with a 

readership when humanized by including for example, language appealing to the senses, quotes, 

dialogue, all characteristics of the feat ure writing style. 

What is notable about the present study's findings is that the usc of a feature style of writing is 

not limited to vvhat would be considered the traditional "soft" news stories. In fact the usc of a 

kature style of writing was noted in articles with a natural disaster/accident, public 

health/welfare and medicine/health-themed emphasis. Based on these findings, the present study 

would support the notion that "human interest stories molded by the techniques of fiction, put a 

face 011 the bewildering universe of medical ethics, risky procedures and end-of-life choices" 

(S. Shapiro 50). Where once "newspapers used to be a lot more macho [and] there wasn't any 

appdite lor that kind of emotional story. It was all facts.:' (S. Shapiro 51) journalists are now 

penning stories. even ones primarily concerned with relaying fact and information, in ways that 

elicit emotional engagement with the subject and may be thought of as humanizing. Indeed, 

Shapiro's atorementioned statement does appear to be supported by the present study's findings 

that 45 of 77 articles utilized the feature style of writing. Still, a fuller interpretation of these 

findings will require further research and analysis. 
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ThC: ... fifJlJler [actor 

In the coding for gender the data revealed that a higher number of men won awards compared to 

their female colleagues. Of the sample, 60 articles were single-authored, with men writing 42 of 

the articles and women 1 H. As Table II reveals when multiple authors were involved in the 

authorship of an article, both women and men most frequently paired with authors of their same 

sex. Of all the partnership variations, a team of two males were most frequently awarded. This 

occurred four times more frequently than when two female authors were paired together. 

Tahle 1\: (Jender DistributiQll of Award-winning Writers 

Authored Male 

There is merit to researching the correlation between gender and success in award-winning 

writing. but clearly this would be the work of another study. In this event, the issue of gender 

would be analyzed in the context of several variables such as the number of males to females in 

the industry, number of males versus females whose work is submitted for recognition 

and number of males versus females whose work is awarded. Consequently, in the absence of 

these ancillary data the present study cannot confidently determine whether or not gender plays a 

significant factor in the determination of award-winning writing. 
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LIMITATIO~~ 

This study aimed to develop a content-based typology of characteristics common to a sample of 

Canadian award-winning articles. This research focus, although important to the advancement of 

the study of criteria for journalistic excellence, poses some limitations that prevent this work and 

its findings from being applied broadly to all newspaper articles. This is to say, although the 

present study was able to discover recurring themes and structures in a sample of award-winning 

individual journalistic pieces. it is not possible to generalize from these results to award-winning 

articles outside of Canada. Similarly, it is also not possible to apply these findings with respect to 

excellence 10 the much larger corpus of non-a ward-winning newspaper articles. 

Aside frolll these limitations pertaining to the applicability of the present study's findings, there 

is also the matter of the limitations of the research protocol. Leximancer assisted the researcher 

in identifying frequently recurring themes and concepts in award-winning articles, but a further 

validation of these concepts used as evidence of theme would occur from testing intercoder 

reliability by having a researcher read an article and choose a fitting theme from the same list of 

30 potenlialthemes. Although Leximancer was designed to automatically mine the data, thereby 

removing the potential for researcher bias, this study" s research protocol could only be 

strengthened by the work of two teams performing different tasks with the same objective of 

choosing the agreed upon predominant theme in each article in the sample. 
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Gi,cn Shapiro d aI's findings on the subjective nature of the judging process. the present study's 

line of research using content as the basis for isolating indicators of excellence is useful. A 

further application of this content-based research protocol would be to study a news event with 

multiple interpretive possibilities and to determine which thematic emphases most frequently 

won awards. For example, coverage of the 2004 tsunami in south-east Asia yielded multiple 

articles each emphasizing a particular theme. An analysis therefore of which themes covering 

this event were award-winning would show which thcmcs were more likely to win awards. This 

research would give additional evidence of criteria for excellence discernable from award

winningjournaiism, and in so doing would further validate the place of theme in journalism. 

CONCLUSIONS 

This study aimed to contribute preliminary evidence of the criteria that constitute excellence in 

award-winning Canadian journalism. Before embarking on this research, the author considered 

the logical expectation that theme and the structure of this theme playa significant role in 

inlluencing which newspaper articles are deemed excellent and consequently given award 

recognition. The research involved a content analysis of award-winning texts and identifying the 

dominant theme that characterized each story. It also entailed discerning what writing and 

organizational strategy the award-winning author utilized in the structure of the story. The data 

were further augmented with evidence of a range of other factors pcrtaining to the newspaper 

articles, including geographic focus, word count and gcnder of the author. 
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The work of Shapiro et aI., and Lamh and Moore helped give direction and focus to the present 

study. Like Shapiro et al. this study aimed to identify elements of excellence criteria that could 

be applied to individual \vorks of journalism deemed excellent. Shapiro et al. 's study confirm 

that the judging process is influenced by the subjective intuitive opinion of judges, and also by 

"a range of received [journalistic] values" of which writing technique ranks most highly (18). 

Having identified writing as a criterion for excellence, the thematic approach taken by Lamb and 

Moore, provided the opportunity to investigate more deeply the subtle characteristics of writing 

contrihuting to excellence. This study identified theme as playing an important role in the 

selection of award-winning articles. Further, it was determined that the story's structure also 

contributed to award recognition, as in both the case of theme and story structure, the results 

favoured highly only limited possibilities. 

Th~5,'ignitlcullc(, of Theme 

Findings indicate that theme does appear to be a significant and defining factor in award-winning 

articks, as 14 story themes were present from the list of 30 total themes proposed from earlier 

studies. Further, a small group of three themes common to 32 articles accounted for 42% of the 

total sample size. 

L?rLel'{lIlCco[Arlicle Stl'llClllrC 10 E:.:cellence 

Similarly, it would seem thai not only does theme influence the potential for award recognition, 

but so too does the way the article is organized and presented. Of the total research corpus, more 
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than half of the articles were written and presented in a feature style. That group comprised 

nearly twice the number of articles utilizing the hourglass style of which there were 25, and five 

times more than the inverted pyramid style. It would appear that the feature style of writing 

which embraces techniques common to fiction and narrative journalism is becoming increasingly 

popular in both stories deemed "hard"' and "sofe journalism and more notably, this stylistic 

formula is being recognized in national awards. 

Fac/ors Commoll to A lvard- Willllillg Articles 

This study was not only concerned with immediate features of content and presentation, but also 

\\i th exogenous factors ini1uencing the assessment of excellence inc\ uding an article' S 

geographic focus, the readership demographics or the host newspaper from which the award

winning article originated, as well as the purely mechanical word count. Taken together, these 

attributes objectively found in this study's data corpus, do indicate that a number of features 

common to award-winning Canadian articles can be identified. These commonalities include the 

dominance of large-scale newspapers in the three award competitions. or these large, resourcc

rich newspapers, the Globe and Mail received the most awards and of these winning articles, the 

majority focused on nationally-themed stories. When all of the winning newspapers were looked 

at, however, a clear local focus was noted. This emphasis on the local does correlate with the 

research finding that narrative is a recurring feature of award-winning journalistic writing, as the 

use of narrative techniques are commonly utilized to humanize a story and create a more 

personalized connection to the reader. 
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fjlflJl'i' Rcsrgrc/z 

findings from this study suggest several directions for future research. First, this study 

ddermined that theme plays an important role in award-winning journalistic articles, especially 

when written in the journalistic feature style. As an interesting and also relevant corollary to this 

n.:search finding, another study might research whether the same 14 recurring themes occur in 

other nOll-award winning newspaper articles. Discerning or failing to isolate these same themes 

in award-winning as well as unrecognized articles provides a way of looking at the different 

subtleties of theme in two different cohorts and potentially establishing successful uses of 

thematic emphasis. Second, although this study attempted to identify some quantifiable elements 

or Canadian award-winning journalism, it would be useful to test these findings against the 

opinion of judges tasked with recognizing journalistic excellence. Third, it is worthwhile to 

continue to investigate the trend towards feature style journalism as evidenced in articles with 

story themes rooted in traditional "har(1." fact-based traditions such as business, politics and 

science. This study would have liked to further speculate on potential reasons for the growing 

popularity of a feature style or journalism, but this level of depth was beyond the scope of this 

projecl. A further investigation into the prevalence of a feature style of journalism in newspapers 

might involve a consideration of changing readership tastes and the intluence this has had on 

how stories arc written and also awarded. 

The expanding role narrative and feature style writing play in newspaper journalism today merits 

further analysis "particularly in a climate in which news stories double as infotainment and in 

\\ hieh the James Frey "memoir" dehacle highlighted the vanishing line hetween truth and 
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fiLtion'" (S. Shapiro 52). Since the first newspaper pages v"ere printed, the journalism industry 

has continually evolved and changed and in the ever-competitive and now threatened newspaper 

journalism industry, it is fruitful to note what stories are told and the changes in the way they are 

told. Industry prizes dedicated to recognizing excellence in newspaper writing affirm the 

importance of good journalism and challenge writers and their publications to strive to create 

meaningful work that impacts society. Research into what it is that constitutes this excellence in 

award-winning journalism not only affirms the importance of these awards, but also challenges 

the readership to consider the standards we hold in relation to excellence and indeed how the 

krm is defined. There is no heller way of reinforcing the importance of newspaper journalism 

than isolating what work stands apart from the rest and questioning what it is that makes a work 

excellent and why. 
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